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About This Game

And so the Exodus began… after a war that lasted only 83 days, Earth has been reduced to a nuclear wasteland. Nine factions
fled the planet in search of a new home among the stars. Only six survived the journey before encountering the Centaurians, an

advanced alien race, who guided the remains of humanity to safety in the Proxima Centauri star system.

Now each faction vies for control, exploiting resources and Centaurian technologies, and battling each other to become the
leader of the next chapter for the human race.

In Exodus: Proxima Centauri, you will take command of one of these 6-factions, making tactical decisions for the advancement
of your fledgling empire. The game progresses through a series of turns, where players fight for control of vital planets and

resources. Players fulfill the role of explorer, colonizer, politician, and military commander, before ultimately a victor is
declared - the next leader of human kind.

Exodus: Proxima Centauri is a 4X game, including elements of eXploration, eXpansion, eXploitation, and eXtermination. It is
adapted from the original board game created by NSKN games.
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Title: Exodus: Proxima Centauri
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Offworld Games, LLC
Publisher:
Offworld Games, LLC
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1280 x 1024 resolution

Storage: 650 MB available space
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great game to play with friends. tl;dr version- Charged too much for a poorly balanced phone port.

Full Version-
I haven't had a good SRPG fix in a while and I was, to say the least, disappointed by what I was presented with.

It looked cute. Animation looked a bit stilted, but overall not too bad. The music is inoffensive, at least.

Then I started playing and realized it was a phone game port. The mouse was merely an analog to tapping.

The camera controls are sticky, and the menus large and intrusive. If I play a game with a neat aesthetic I want to be able to see
it.

I got into the combat and it only got worse. The Bonions were either overpowered or useless. Overpowered when they were set
up from the start to be taken advantage of. Useless when it required baiting enemies into their range.

What finally broke me was the first boss fight. I had given up on the Bonions and fallen to normal SRPG stragegy of just
sending the heavy guy up front to wail while my others did whatever support they could.

Then the boss summoned reinforcements not only right on top of my crew, but these new troops also got an extra turn.

If I want XCOM-grade \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t like that, I'll play XCOM.

Got my refund after wiping on the fourth map to a scenario I could not have known about and did not have any chance to react
to.. Is it just me or has anyone spotted a Kitsune in OL clothes I can't seem to remember anything. The game looks greatly
simple and relaxing, but the camaera... OMG! Also they could improve graphics, even on max graphics it still looks like 3gp
video.. After an hour's play it feels like Serious Sam and Blade Runner had a baby. Old school 90s FPS shoot em up. Fun so
far.. Solid end to the Doorways series. Each act focuses on a different member of the Torres family, who challenge us to pay
attention to our surroundings, complete mind-bending puzzles and think outside of the box, all the while providing us with more
than a fair share of horrific imagery.

Definitely worth a play, especially if you've enjoyed the previous Doorways games.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZdbT8wS0O9M&list=PL3AISiWybyWeyLt9R6cxbZz4u6_y0XuTb

. Amazing potential!. Worth every penny.
You can really feel the love and hard work in those handcrafted pixel-art.
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Huge improvement from the the first title, love this series. The developer(s) are attentive and proactive. Keep up the great work
and I will continue to support you! Thank you for the good time. Game is short (only the 1st episode is out now), but the
presentation, interface and puzzles are all good. We need more FMV games like this!. I was really scared about that after
reading those reviews .. I was expecting a total mess with bugs and stuff .. So i have completed scenarios 1-6 + railfans on my
first attempt .. actually i havnt found any bugs with lights or speed limits .. may be there are some but ... i have no idea whats
wrong with all those ppl ..

I really recommend this .. i just got standard edition game to test it .... it's not so bad.
but it's boring after an hour.
this game needs multi!. Love this game. It's nostalgic and, admittedly, highly addicting. I would highly recommend.. Good game
even starting out. Has great potential. Pick up rocks and sticks made an axe, chopped a tree down and made a fire pit.
Mechanics work. I use oculus the wider you swing your arms the faster you move. Ate a poisonous mushroom. Nice vr survival.
Can relate to ark survival havent played the forrest or rust but the build mechanics are there.. This game is too repetitive to
recommend.
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